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Initial Mass Displacement (Earth Mass = 1) 

333,000      (+/-)*      SUN 
       333.333…/0.000... 
 

1st Solar System Displacement 
333,000      (+/-)*      SUN 
       300      (+/-)*      JUPITER         [100(+/-)/200(-/+)] Uranus/Saturn        [10(+)/90(-)]  
         33.333…/0.000… 
 

2nd Solar System Displacement 
333,000      (+/-)*      SUN 
       300      (+/-)*      JUPITER     [100(+/-)/200(+/-)] Uranus/Saturn        [10(+)/90(-)]   
         30      (+/-)*      PLUTO/NEPTUNE [10(+/-)/20(-/+)] Amass/Bmass       [1(+)/9(-)]      
           3.333…/0.000… 
 

3rd Solar System Displacement 
333,000      (+/-)*      SUN 
       300      (+/-)*      JUPITER  [100(+/-)/200(-/+)] Uranus/Saturn        [10(+)/90(-)]  
         30      (+/-)*      PLUTO/NEPTUNE [10(+/-)/20(-/+)] Amass/Bmass       [1(+)/9(-)] 
           3      (+/-)*      EARTH/HELL  [1(+/-)/2(Null Space)] Mars/Venus         [0.1(+)/0.9(-)]   
           0.333…/0.000… 
 

4th Solar System Displacement 
333,000      (+/-)*      SUN 
       300      (+/-)*      JUPITER  [100(+/-)/200(-/+)] Uranus/Saturn        [10(+)/90(-)]   
         30      (+/-)*      PLUTO/NEPTUNE [10(+/-)/20(-/+)] Amass/Bmass [1(+)/9(-)]       
           3      (+/-)*      EARTH/HELL          [1(+/-)/2(Null Space)] Mars/Venus         [0.1(+)/0.9(-)]  
           0.3   (+/-)*      Cmass/Dmass  [0.1(Null)/0.2(Null)] Ceres/Mercury [0.01(+)/0.09(-)]  
           0.0333…/0.000…                                                                            (Ceres includes an asteroid belt; 
           0.00333…/0.000…                                                                            but total Pluto mass is unique.) 
           0.000333…/0.000…ad infinitum       (A, B, C, D masses are to be named later) 
 
 
 
      (333,333.333…)/(0.000…):  (Existence)/(Nonexistence) paradox delineated using the 
(First Space)/(Null Space) template.   First Space is a polarized, infinite sequence that reuses 
Mass in the following form:  (+/-)* > (+/-)/(-/+);  (+/-) > (+)/(-).   Null Space is not polarized. 
 
      FINAL NOTICE:   the Earth will fall into Null Space. 
 
    Previous Notices:  Isaiah 24.17-20; Matthew 24.29; Mark 13.24;  
                                    Luke 21.25-26; Revelation 6.12-14. 
          Frank  Hatch 
          Eugene, Oregon 
 
                            This page may be reproduced or transmitted without permission. 
 
 
   



Final Notice (page 2) 
Universal Mass (Earth Mass = 1) 

 
 
ad infinitum…..333,333,333,333,333,333,333,333,333,000,000         (+/-)*       UNIVERSE 
                                                                                       333,000         (+/-)*       SUN 
                                                                                              300         (+/-)*       JUPITER 
                                                                                                30         (+/-)*       PLUTO/NEPTUNE 
                                                                                                  3         (+/-)*       EARTH/HELL 
                                                                                                  0.3      (+/-)*       Cmass/Dmass 
                                                                                                  0.0333…/0.000… 
                                                                                                  0.00333…/0.000… 
                                                                                                  0.000333…/0.000…ad infinitum 
 
Definitions: 
 [If you have not determined these definitions intuitively from the first page, you have synthesized (short-
circuited) the objective/subjective thought paradox; and you are using a closed system of analysis.] 
 
Polarized First Space:  This Space is characterized by a turning toward a Closed System (-) and toward 
an Open System (+) simultaneously (i.e., a paradox).  Polarized First Space is used for instruction and an 
introduction to Reality. (Note:  Reality has an infinite number of Spaces.) 
 
Closed System (-):  The primary characteristic of a closed system is entropy.  The Closed System (-) has a 
finite number of dimensions and a finite number of variables. 
 
Open System (+):  The primary characteristic of an open system is creation.  The Open System (+) has an 
infinite number of dimensions and an infinite number of variables. 
 
“(+/-)* > (+/-)/(-/+) > [(+)/(-)]/[(-)/(+)]”:  A truncated representation of First Space polarized.  The purpose of 
this representation is to show initial mass displacements to individuals who still use a closed system of 
analysis (i.e., individuals who have rationalized the objective/subjective thought paradox). 
 
“/”:  Denotes a division, demarcation, or “narrow gate” between the Closed System (-) and the Open 
System (+) (Matthew 7: 13-14). Other examples: existence/nonexistence; (3.33…)/(0); objective/subjective;  
Pluto/Neptune; Earth/Hell.  The notation “/” is not used in these cases to denote a mathematical division. 
 
“>”: Denotes an isolated direction of mass in Polarized First Space.  For example: 1(+/-) > 0.1(+)/0.9(-) or 
Earth(+/-) > Mars(+)/Venus(-).  The Earth(+/-) template is not emptied to fill the Mars(+) and the Venus(-) 
templates.  In an infinite universe, mass is not in short supply.  Any emptied, polarized template is filled 
immediately with its appropriate mass (Matthew 14:13-21). However, when the template itself is destroyed, 
the template will lose its mass to Null Space.   
 
“(+/-)*”: Denotes an infinite polarization of First Space.  Note: Mars(+) and Venus(-) are not isolated from 
this polarization; they are branches to Earth(+/-).  When the Earth(+/-) template is destroyed, they will still 
remain branches to the past template.  (For example: Ceres(+)/Mercury(-) are still branches to the past 
Cmass(+/-) template, but the template has been destroyed and Cmass is in Null Space.) 

 
 

Frank Hatch 
P. O. Box 50355 

Eugene, Oregon  97405 
U.S.A. 

 
 



 

Final Notice (page 3) 
Initial Mass Placement Distances on Solar System Plane 

(Earth Distance to Sun = 1.0 A.U.) 
 
 

Titius-Bode                Mean A.U.       Template Mass                         Template 
 
(0 + 4)/10            =           0.4               Mercury                                     (-) 
 
(3 + 4)/10            =           0.7               Venus                                        (-) 
 
(6 + 4)/10            =           1.0               Earth/0.000…                            (+/-)* > (+/-)/(Null Space) 
 
(12 + 4)/10          =           1.6               Mars                                          (+) 
 
(24 + 4)/10          =           2.8               Ceres                                         (+) 
 
(48 + 4)/10          =           5.2               Jupiter                                       (+/-)* > (+/-)/(-/+) 
 
(96 + 4)/10          =          10.0              Saturn                                        (-) 
 
(192 + 4)/10        =          19.6              Uranus                                       (+) 
 
(384 + 4)/10        =          38.8              Pluto(48.8)/Neptune(28.8)         (+/-)* > (+/-)/(-/+) 
 
(768 + 4)/10        =          77.2              Bmass                                        (-) 
 
(1536 + 4)/10      =        154.0              Amass                                        (+) 
 
(0 + 0)                 =             0                SUN                                           (+/-)* > (+/-)/(-/+) > [(+)/(-)]/[(-)/(+)] 
 
NOTE:   Any deviation of the Sun from a (0 + 0) position will cause the planets to orbit elliptically.  Since the 
mass of the Sun is asymmetrically placed in Polarized First Space, this deviation does occur. In addition to 
the deviation within the solar system plane, the position of the Sun is multidimensional (0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + …..). 
Since each planet has a unique position to the Sun and to every other planet, each deviation is unique. 
 
To begin working with a multidimensional system, you must use the tool given to you with your life: 
The objective/subjective thought paradox (i.e., perceiving from the outside in and perceiving from 
the inside out simultaneously). At your birth you were well exercised in this paradox; and as a 
young child, you could make use of it (Matthew 18:1-4). But when you learned Pride, you short-
circuited (resolved) the paradox and restricted your thinking to a closed system of analysis.  Your 
superficial synthesis of the objective/subjective paradox became your integrated personality, your 
security, your Absolute Idea, your idol.  As you developed an erroneous definition of yourself and 
the human situation, you lost your ability to use the objective/subjective thought paradox as a tool 
and a gift.  Since entropy is the primary characteristic of a Closed System, the natural result of your 
mistake is Death.      
 

Frank Hatch 
P. O. Box   50355 

Eugene, Oregon   97405 
U.S.A. 



Final Notice (page 4) 
Galactic Mass (Earth Mass = 1) 

 
ad infinitum…..333,333,333,333,333,000,000,000,000,000,000          (+/-)*      UNIVERSE 
                                                           333,333,333,333,000,000          (+/-)*      GALAXY 
                                                                                       333,000          (+/-)*      SUN 
                                                                                              300          (+/-)*      JUPITER 
                                                                                                30          (+/-)*      PLUTO/NEPTUNE 
                                                                                                  3          (+/-)*      EARTH/HELL 
                                                                                                  0.3       (+/-)*      Cmass/Dmass 
                                                                                                  0.0333…/0.000… 
                                                                                                  0.00333…/0.000… 
                                                                                                  0.000333…/0.000…ad infinitum 
 
Galactic Adventure: 
 
Although the Galaxy is a small step in the Eternal Adventure, you don’t have enough life complete it.  At 
present you are already dying, because entropy has taken control of your life. Your mind is locked into a 
tight nerve cycle with some religion or Absolute Idea; with each turn of the nerve cycle, your “Idea” becomes 
more complex, sophisticated, and impregnable.  Resolving or short-circuiting the objective/subjective 
thought paradox can cause an individual soul to fall into the Void (Null Space).  Symptoms of this short-
circuited, dialectical logic are found in all forms of pride.  Some of the worst forms of pride are found in 
pantheism, idolatry, obsessed objectivity, self-esteem, integrated personalities, and various forms religious 
fanaticism ranging from secular humanism to Islamic fascism (i.e., a range of the worst to its dialectical 
opposite worst).  Your hope of “death with dignity” can also be a death with pride.  If your pride wins, your 
soul will be lost to the Void.  If your common sense wins, you will be saved for a Joy and a Peace that 
passes all understanding – a multidimensional adventure. 
 
If you want to go on this adventure: ask (Matthew 7: 7-12).  If you want more life: ask (John 3: 7-21). The 
Lord’s prayer will work (Matthew 6: 9-13).  A simple, honest, child’s prayer may work faster (Matthew 11: 
25-30).  Jesus Christ, Son of God, is not an abstraction.  Jesus Christ, Son of God, is not a religion.  
Jesus Christ, the Lord God, is alive – He is waiting for your prayer. 
 
When Jesus Christ, Son of God, returns, He will come with the force and power of the Lord God, the Father. 
There will be no doubt, no uncertainty, and no choice.  It will be a time of judgment of choices.  While you 
still have uncertainty, you still have an opportunity to make a choice.  Do not lose this opportunity! 
 
For a more extensive instruction on the objective/subjective thought paradox, you should read the Bible, 
particularly the New Testament.  Since the Bible makes full use of God-given imagery, it has no use for my 
childish building blocks of philosophical jargon. If you still think you need a modern introduction to Christ,   
I recommend Mere Christianity by C. S. Lewis.  Since you’ll be working on short notice, you will not find a 
better book for what you need.  C. S. Lewis is a better writer than I am, and he will hold your attention 
longer. 
 
If you complete some of the math sequences, send me a note.  I will accept and use donations but with two 
cautions:  
(1) It is impossible to buy your way into the “narrow gate” (Matthew 19: 23-27; 7: 13-14; Genesis 3: 24).           
(2)  Since I refuse to restrict Christ to religion, a secular society can effectively argue that there can be no 
religious tax deduction.  
 

Frank Hatch 
P. O. Box 50355 

Eugene, Oregon  97405 
U.S.A.  


